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The Paradox of Faith: An Analysis of Winter Light 

     The second film in what is now known as his “Silence of God” trilogy, Winter Light has been 

called perhaps the bleakest film Ingmar Bergman ever made. And it certainly feels that way, as it 

asks many questions about love, death, religion, and even the existence of God, with no clear-cut 

answers to any of them. Because of its ambiguity, Winter Light may leave a lot of audiences 

confused, depressed, or dialoguing about its message—perhaps all three. This feeling of 

ambiguity is best summed up in the final ten minutes of the film, as two conversations are had 

between two pairs of characters that portray opposing views of faith: one more optimistic, and 

the other much more pessimistic. By analyzing both of these scenes together, an interesting 

paradox about faith is created that leaves many audiences thinking and talking about their own 

views on the subject. 

     The first of the two scenes takes place between the priest and the sexton of a church. The 

priest, the main character, has just been through a terrible ordeal in the last couple hours, a father 

in his congregation just having committed suicide because of fear of an impending nuclear 

destruction—a fear about which he went to see the priest but to no avail. After talking with the 

couple and again with just the father when he comes back later, the priest finally reveals his own 

lack of faith, even telling the man that pretending that God does not exist makes more sense of 

the atrocities of the world. So after being conflicted about these ideas, along with arguing again 

with his beloved, the priest comes to the church exhausted, confused, and almost unable to 

perform the service. 



     But as the priest sits down with the physically disabled caretaker, a sense of hope finally starts 

to reveal itself to him. The sexton tells the priest of his own thoughts on Jesus’ crucifixion and 

the pain he suffered, saying that he did not believe the physical pain to be very harsh, seeing how 

it was overall very short. He proposes, however, that the real pain Jesus suffered was in the 

abandonment of those around him: his disciples left him, Peter denied him, and it seemed that 

even God had abandoned him, as Jesus cried out on the cross, “God, my God, why hast thou 

forsaken me?” For the sexton, who has had his share of physical pain, the silence of God seems 

even worse than the physical pain of death experienced by Christ on the cross. The priest 

ponders all this, and it is a wonder for the audience to think what is really going on in his head. 

Perhaps he is realizing that Jesus experienced God’s silence too, but because of the Resurrection 

and its proof that God in fact did not abandon him, there is hope yet for the priest, the wife of the 

man who killed himself, and for the whole world. 

     Meanwhile, sitting in the back of the pews is the priest’s beloved, a schoolteacher who has 

also had her share of physical and emotional pain. She is experiencing that emotional pain as she 

sits in the cathedral, as she tried once again that day to turn the priest away from the faith and to 

her, but was later lashed out at by the priest. And just then, if to add to her misery, into the 

church walks the organist. As shown at the beginning of the film, the organist is completely 

uninterested in the service, even looking at his watch while playing and singing the hymns. And 

when he approaches the schoolteacher in the pews, he immediately starts putting doubts in her 

mind about her love for the priest. He even starts quoting what almost seems like Scripture from 

First John (or even dialogue from the end of Bergman’s Through a Glass Darkly), saying—or 

rather, repeating—that love is God and God is love, and love proves the existence of God. “You 

see? I know the drill,” he tells the schoolteacher, adding that she should leave the priest and go 

live her own life. He then proceeds to go to play the organ and start the service. 



     Winter Light as a whole film has been very emotional and dark up to this point, but these final 

few minutes, these two scenes juxtaposed together, provides an interesting conclusion to the 

film—in the sense that it almost is no conclusion at all. After these scenes, the film ends with the 

priest coming to start his next service and reading from Isaiah 6: “Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of 

Hosts; the whole earth is full of his glory.” With the final fade-out that follows that line, the 

audience is faced with an incredibly ambiguous message to take away from the film. As the 

priest starts his next service, what is really going through his mind? Is he really sincerely coming 

back to his faith? Does he really believe that God really is there? Or is the whole service just a 

show that must be put on, as the organist made it out to be? Is the priest just going through with 

his duties simply because it is something that must be done, or even because he needs to keep it 

as a mask to cover up his doubt from the rest of the world? 

     Ingmar Bergman rarely, if ever, gave answers to the questions about God, mortality, and love 

that he proposed in his films, and Winter Light is no exception. It should be noted that this was 

one of the last of Bergman’s films that deals so explicitly with the Christian faith, before he 

explored more psychological, even sexual themes in films like Cries and Whispers, Persona, and 

The Silence, the third film in his “Silence of God” trilogy. But Winter Light still stands out as 

one of the chief examples of Bergman’s work where absolutely nothing is clear—or, at least, 

many may believe that nothing is clear. It is very possible that many viewers, identifying more 

with the caretaker than the organist, realize something very profound about the existence of God 

even when He seems silent. However, it is equally possible that many viewers, maybe even more 

viewers, will become pessimistic about whether or not God actually exists, perhaps even 

rejecting the Christian tradition in general. But with its ambiguity, particularly in the third act, 

Winter Light provides something that many modern films dealing with Christian faith or religion 

sometimes lack: an opportunity for audiences to dialogue about what they truly believe. Perhaps 

in this sense, Winter Light can give us hope after all. 


